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УДК 539.12

В.В, Сжалооуб

Калибровочном инн&риантностн горячего Ап

В SU(2) глюодинимике при конечной температуре ипучаеТга проблема
калибровочной оависимосги конденсата нулевой компоненты калиброкоч-
ного пояя Аи *= const. Прямым вычислением покапано, что ипухнетле-
вое эффективное действие W(A(l,i) удовлетворяет обобщенному тождестиу
Нильсена. Откуда и следует калиброиочнан нкнариантность горячею Ац-
конденсата.

V.V. Skalozul)

Gauge independence of the hot Aa-aMi<leiisate

The problem of gauge dependence of the zero gauge field component conden-
sate, Ao = constjw the framework of finite temperature SU(2) gluodynamic»'
is investigated, lit straightforward calculations it is shown that the two-loop
effective action W{A0,O satisfies the generalized Nielsen identity. Thus, lite
gauge in variance of the /^-condensation is proved.
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1. In the last few years a problem of condensation of the gauge field zero

component,AQ = const,in QCD at high temperatures h;i.s attracted a great
interest [1-6). If this classical field is dynamically generated due to quantum
temperature effects, it gives an essential missing parameter for a solution of
the infrared problem iu gauge theories at T ?t 0. Moreover, a presence of AQ-
cohdensate in a vacuum leads to a number of specific features in temperature
phase transitions. For example, these have been established for a deconfinement
phase transition in ref.|6).

At present time there is not a common opinion about the presence of the
>l0-condensate. This is, mainly, due to the fact that the conclusion on До ?ь 0
is derived from the two-loop effective action W{AQ,£). For obtaining a more
reliable result, the three - and highei-loop calculations should be carried out.
In paper [4) it was demonstrated that v. hen one adds the contribution oi' ring-
type djagrams to W{AU), the initial condensate will be completely eliminated.
An opposite opinion is advocated in Rcf.(6j wliere the temperature o{ the Ao

condensation has been determined with a lattice version of QCD and a strong
coupling'expansion method. R-ecently, the possibility of the /t0-condensation
has been called in question from the view point of its gauge invariance [5j.
As it is occurred, in the background field gauges the two-loop effective action
W(AQ,£) as well as its minimum positions (Aj),,Utt appear to be dependent on
the gauge fixing parameter С [3,5]. To solve this problem the author of Ref.[5]
proposed to express the field in W(A^,0 throng); Polyakov's |Oop . Using some
repararaetrization procedure, the conclusion has been obtained that there is no
a real An condensation in the SU(2) gluodynamics { at the two-loop level).

The situation with the {-dependence bears a strongly resemblance to the
spontaneous symmetry breakdown by radiation corrections [7]. As well known,
in models of the Colcinan-Weinberg type both an effective potential У(Фе%() of
a scalar field Фс and a minimum position (Фс)тт are ^-dependent, too. A very
elegant resolution of this problem has been done by Nielsen [8j who has proved
the gauge invariance of this dynamical phenomenon. Namely, he has formulated
the Ward type identity , describing an analytic dependence of V{$c,() on £,
and so any variation of the potential due to 6( can be compensated by a corre-
sponding variation in <5Ф<- { along some characteristic line in the (Фс,£)-р1апе).
More details sec in Refs, (8,9,10).

In the present paper an approach based upon the Nielsen identities will
be applied to the analysis of the gauge dependence of the /I0-co!>densa.lc at
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T £ 0.Using the SU(2) ghiodyuamics as an example, it will be shown thai the
generalized Nielsen identity, derived in [11], is satisfied in the case of the two-
loop effective action IV( Au)- Thus, the gauge invariance of the Л„ condensation
at high temperatures will be proved.

2. Let us consider the finite temperature SU(2) gluodynajincs in the field
A% — б^А.%. The effective action W{Als) is given a.s a functional integral in
periodic fields with a compact time direction 0 < t < 1/7' = (5

(1)

NIDQ Dc Oeexp {- j^dr fd3x(£A + £,.,. + Cgh - Q • У)} ,

where N is T-independent normalization factor, V is a space volume; Q^, с
and с are quantum gauge fields and ghosts, respectively, and J is an external
source. The gauge field Lagrangian in the background gauge is ( (- gauge fixing
parameter)

с A + ctJ.s. = 1(с;„)> + ̂ \(b^y\\ (2)

The field Л* = Q£ + Л^ is decomposed in the quantum part and the classical
constant onc.The covariant derivative in eq. (2) is Df{A) — д^-д^А^; д is
a coupling constant, and the gauge field strength tensor is expressed as follows
G% = {DnQvY-{D»QltY-flfabeQbnQcv Internal index a=l,2,3. The Lagrangian
of ghost fields,

£9.A. = -cD^c, (3)

is determined by the background covariant derivative D{A), and tbe total one,
DJA + Q).

Let us introduce the "cliarged bases" in the internal space:

Ай = Л3, A± = ±={Al ± iA''),C° = C 3 ,C* = 4?(С' ± iC2).

In this bases a scalar product is rayk = x+y~ •+• x~y++х"уй, aud the structure
constants are: ffc = +1 for a = " + ",fr = " - ",c = "0".

The effective action up to the two-loop order has been calculated in Ref.[7]
(for the SU(3) theory see Rcf.[3j):
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were x — дАи/яТ, and

Z?3(*) = z 3 - 5 z J + i * , Д 4 ( * ) в * « - 2 * » + * » - 5 (5)

arc the Bernoulli polynomials. For definileneNs we have chosen x > 0. As it
is seen from (>1), WMo) i" explicitly dependent, on the gauge parameter {. Its
miiiitiiom at high tempi;™lures , when g2 — 0,is located at

^ (6)

and is £ -dependent, too. Hence, a doubt about a gauge invariance of the Ao
condensation phenomenon may arise.

To investigate this problem, let us lake advantage of the generalized Nielsen
identity derived recently by Kobcs, К u list alter and (lebhan [10]. This identity
describes a change of clfcctive action И' due to a variation 6'Fa(<f>) of the gauge
iixing term A1", and iri the Do Witt iiotai.ion.s is give» by the expressicuiJlOj:

MV(^) = Vr,(0)^4>). (7)

Tlic variable <£•' denotes а йаи.̂ е field, .supersxiipt "i" includes all discrete an i
cont-innous vurialiles,^1 denotes a vacuum average value of a quantum field,
comma after W mc-ns a vari;iiioi» derivative wiiii respect to the corresponding
var>-.,'r':, and a contraction incaiis ли in'.(ijrTaiioii over continuous and suirinia-
tio!! over discrete variable». The expression (7) is a quantum version of the
classical relation (1С]

6S..mI- - -HSrf.kDtWfi*, (8)

whicli describes a dependence of the action with the gauge fixing term

(9)

on the variations of the gauge fixing function Р"(ф) — Ра(ф) + 6Р"(ф) and the
"metric" rj^ + bi)up,

6'F# = 6F0 + hP'6itnF*. (10)

In formula (0) V'a is the gauge generator , Щ is the propagator of ghosts.
Using the equation for Ajjf ,
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and the gauge jiivariance condition of S{<j>) ,

Si4>)M<l>) s o,

one can check that cq.(8) is satisfied. Л comparison of eqs. (5) and (6) shows
that the function

W Щ ( 1 2 )

were

( ) № ^ / (13)

describes a variation of the mean field value ф' with respect to the special gauge
transformation

6ф' = -рЦф)&> , Ь^{ф)^-^р{ф)61К1!{ф). (И)

The parameter iZa is chosen to cancel the change of the classical action (9)
due to the variation 6'Г"(ф). In formula (13) the current 7, is substituted by

Ji = -W, •
In ref. [10] the expression (5) has also been generalized to the background

field gauges. In this ca.se the function 1-'а(ф,ф) depends on an additional Held
ft and the expression (12) is replaced by

s/ = (qyl6X\ (is)

were

tf - 6) -

The terms in brackets describe the dependence of the gauge condition F"
on ф1 . The external field </•' must bo set equal to the vacuum value <̂ ', and the
later one should be calculated from the effective action W(<j>,cj>). Here ф and ф
are to be different, 6] is Kroncker's delta. Thus, a verification of the identity
(7) requires of the calculation dt\' (12) and Cj (1С).

In the case of the SV(2) gauge theory, one must use the total gauge field
•^J(^?J. Ао6,л6ай + <?*) «is the fields .As generators one must substitute Pj, =
VfiQ Jr A) and as the metric tensor i)a(l = ^6ab. Variations of the £ can be
realized by means of the metric variations 6t)^ : 6'Fa = -\{J>!,{A.)Qр)*6Ц£.

Before to proceed, let us do some remarks about making use of formulae
(16),(15). In a loop-expansion method one usually choscs a solution Ba(x) of
classical field equations as a background field (in our case Ba(x) ~ A% — const).



An effective action W(B) is then calculated assuming that Ba(x) is a dominant
field configuration in the functional integral (1) aud the fluctuations <5j are to be
small. Further, in accordance with Rcf. [10], the external field <j> = A, standing
in Ра(ф,ф) = (A(A)Q,0a, initially differs from Ba(x) .The field A should be
identified with the latter at the end of calculations. This circumstance gives a
possibility to formulate a simple calculation procedure keeping all the results
obtained in the gauge (1) when A ~ B. Namely, let us write down the field
A in the covariant derivative РДЛ) as follows : Vf(A) = дц6аЬ - gf^^B + *)£
, were /£ is a deviation from the .solution 5д . Assuming t* to be small, one
can calculate propagators, vertices, etc. as series in (£ and keep only the linear
terms. Then the functions (16), (15) can be calculated by differentiating the
average value (1G) with respect to tc

tl .

3. The identity (7) in the background gauge reads

6W{B)= Wfi(B%t\_b[C%{Btt)\ \ 6x°(B,l) , (17)

were

C°Q = 1 + {jcabc^%o (v°o(B + Q)A°a(B + t)Q%)tma • (19)

The average values should be calculated in perturbation theory, assuming that
Q%,t* are small.

As it follows from expression (4), the dependence of W(B) on £ appeals
in the two-loop approximation which corresponds to the order of ~ дг in the
coupling constant. Therefore, both the left-hand side (LHS) and the right-hand
side (RHS) of (17) must be of the same order of magnitude g2.

The covariant derivative D%Q -i- A) contains the quantum fields Q£ and the
coupling constant <j in the form of product </(?£. So, in RIIS of eq. (7) one
must substitute the one-loop tgpms for 6\l .whose have the order ~ g2, and the
one-loop effective action I'Л1-1/В) from formula (3), having the order O(ga). In
this order ia the coupling constant the function C$ should be put equal to unit.

Taking into account the explicit form of generators Vf(A), let us wright
down eq.(18) keeping only the terms of the order O(g2) :

\ &(x - y)), (2P)

The gluon and ghost propagators are to be calculated from Lagrangians (2),(3)
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(22)

where in the "charged" bases we have

By substituting (?1},(22) in (20) ;im! i.'iu.'gritliii.i; over ьрасе and suiniiiiiib over
time variables, v.o obtai.i

*° = 4/Ц O'i)

Here (VfjJ) is a space-time vohiiiic. Witli tin.' explicit iorni of the gluou proj>;i

gator (21) the integral in ex|m.\-ibi<jn ('2'У'. cm be written as

The integral / + is simply calculated, it equals to [2] :

(25)

were 5з(а;) has been described by formula (5). Differentiating (25) with respect
to В and substituting the result in (23), one obtains the expression Sx° ( per a
unit of space-time volume) :
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The derivative of the one-loop effective action (4) with respect to В s A

equals to

%- = wx(x-i)lx-2)- (27)

Hence, the product of expressions (26) and (27) gives the RHS of formula (17)

This result coincides with the derivative dWW/d£ calculated with formula (4).
Thus, the Nilsen identity

•ar - - Э Г + - z s - ^ ° ^ > e °« <2 9 )

where C^' — 6\^°I6^ = дх/д(, is satisfied up to the two-loop level. In
accordance with general results [9] this means; that the total derivative of
W(A,0 with respect to £ equals to zero and so the yl0-condensation is the
gauge-invariant phenomenon.

4. Gauge invariance of the Ao condensate as well as a possibility of calcu-
lations of its value by standard approximation methods (the loop expansion,
the strong coupling approximation in lattice QCD ) give reasons for considering
this classical field as a missing dynamical parameter for regulating an infrared
region of momenta p — 0 . In some respects the /Vcondensate advantageously
differs from a long time discussed the "gluon magnetic mass" (see [3,11,12] and
references therein) : the trace of space components of the gluon polarization
tensor, П»(*чД), »n the limit of k4 - Q,k — 0. As it was shown in cur recent
paper [12] the two-loop gluon polarization tensor, calculated in relativistic (-
gauges (gauge (2) with /to = 0 ), contains the infrared logarithmic singularity
in this limit.- Besides, its sign depends oa values of the parameter (. Thus,
there are no consistent method of magnetic mass calculations in the relativistic
gauges at presence.

7b complete the discussion let us give a brief comment on the results ob-
tained in Ref. [7] where it was proposed to express the field Ao in W(AQ,£)
through the Polyakov loop L = Tr cxp f Jjf Audr\. After some special procedure
of the repar a met fixation, which includes additional one-loop calculations, the
transformed elfectivc action И^/,) lias minimum at /tu = 0. In our opinion,
this procedure is not welt defined one. Really, in the loop-expansioi. method
the field AQ З D is a solution of classical differential field equations. So, the
representation of the field /If, in terms of 'my other parameter, which is not a
solution, and subsequent minimization of the action W{L) is not, in essence,
enough defined in this treatment.
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